In the Declaration of the Committee of Ministers on the role of community media in promoting social cohesion and intercultural dialogue passed on 11 February 2009 by the Council of Europe, stations run by religious institutions were explicitly excluded from the community media definition, as being too dependent on the Church. But the reality seems to be far from this definition. In practice, in many countries the religious radio stations officially belong to-or even dominate-this sector. In 2011 a new period began for community broadcasting in Hungary. While most of the former community media broadcasters could not find resources with which to operate, the community media landscape was dramatically overwhelmed by religious broadcasters both on regional and local levels. The legally-recognised third tier of broadcasting in Poland called 'social broadcasting' is actively and exclusively used by religious radio-seven stations broadcast locally and one is a powerful nationwide radio station called Radio Maryja. The authors gathered information and points of views from radio experts, organizations and activists living and working in different EU and non-EU states about the place of religious broadcasting in the community media sector. Two case-studies (Hungary and Poland) may be of interest for countries considering the introduction or reorganisation of regulations regarding community broadcasting.
Introduction
In the Declaration of the Committee of Ministers on the role of community media in promoting social cohesion and intercultural dialogue passed on 11 February 2009 by the Council of Europe, stations run by religious institutions were explicitly excluded from the community media definition, as being too dependent on the Church. However, Church radios easily get community broadcasting licences in some countries of the EU. This article has been inspired by the unclear situation of religious broadcasting in the community media sector, a growing number of religious broadcasters in the legal framework of community media service (közösségi médiaszolgáltatás) in Hungary, as well as the third sector of broadcasting in Poland, known as social broadcasters (nadawcy społeczni), which is monopolized by religious stations. Some inspiration has also resulted from the round table of media experts and practitioners from the community media field organised by the authors on 8th November 2014 during the Bundesverband Freier Radios congress in Berlin/Potsdam Zukunftswerkstatt Community Media 2014, where representatives from several countries (Austria, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, UK) met. It was a unique chance to collect data about the relation between community media and religious stations in Europe. During this conference several questions were raised: Should we consider religious radios as community broadcasters or different entities? What are the arguments for and against including church radio in the community sector? What kind of licences do religious radio have country by country?
In this article we concentrate on radio community broadcasting. When we talk about community media and community broadcasting we mainly have community radio in mind. One of the reasons for this is that according to the 2012 mapping made by Community Media Forum Europe, community radio outnumbers other forms of community broadcasting in Europe (CMFE, 2012)
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. The other reason is the fact that there are only radio community broadcasters in Poland and Hungary 2 .
Religious Broadcasting versus Community Broadcasting: Definitions
There are several factors, which play a significant role in the perception of the community media concept. The histories of the sector in a particular state, as well as the current community media practices are important here. Also, the existing legal framework determines the way of thinking about community media to a large extent. The place where you live is important-for example the experience of communist regimes deeply affects the level of development and understanding of community media in Central and Eastern Europe (Doliwa & Rankovic, 2014) . Apart from the abovementioned factors, community media seems to be such a complex and diverse phenomenon that it defies clear-cut descriptions.
However, undoubtedly there are some definitions, which play a primary role, when characterizing what the community media is and what it is not. The authors analyse those definitions looking for some tips suggesting whether religious broadcasting should be or should not be considered as part of community broadcasting, and conditions that must be fulfilled by a religious broadcaster to become a fully-fledged part of this sector. In the European context one should include-in the set of the definitions important for understanding what community media is-the Community Radio Charter for Europe adopted on 18 September 1994 in Ljubljana, Slovenia at the first AMARC Pan-European 1 In 2012 there were 2237 community radio stations counted in 29 European countries (with only 521 community televisions). 2 The exceptions are two cable TV channels with a special licence for social broadcasting in Poland.
Conference of Community Radio Broadcasters (AMARC, 1994) . It is worth underlining that in this document-formulated by representatives of community media-religious stations as a form of broadcasting usually owned by Church are highlighted as those not belonging to the sector. A similar problem with accessibility and diversity of the programmes can be observed also in stations defining themselves as radios addressing their programme not to a local community but the community of interest, which is not a rarity in community broadcasting. How to answer to the needs of groups at present marginalised or ignored by mainstream radio while at the same time avoiding the ghettoization that separate channels might create is a real challenge for such stations, already identified by Peter Lewis in 1984 (p. 148) . We should remember that this definition is a list of some aspirations that community media representatives have agreed on. As it was admitted by Sally Galiana, the President of AMARC Europe, AMARC is aware of the fact that the situation is sometimes completely different at a country level from AMARC definitions and documents (e.g. European Charter for Community Radio) and AMARC Europe doesn't want to impose its regulations (Galiana, 2014) .
Community media as an important sector of broadcasting in Europe has been also recognized by several European institutions-first of all the European Parliament, which in 2008 adopted a Resolution of the Community Media in Europe (2008 ). In the definition, which we can find in this document adopted by representatives of all member states of the European Union, there are no elements which can be recognized as a suggestion that religious broadcasters should be excluded from the sector. Of course, some of the postulates may be difficult to fulfil for religious broad- When talking about this definition it is worth knowing how it was created and what the principles for people working on this definition were. The Community Media Forum Europe (the organisation representing community broadcasters in Europe) has been working as an observer in the Steering Committee on the Media and New Communication Services (CDMC) of the Council of Europe since December 2007 and contributed actively to drafting this Declaration, cooperating with AMARC Europe. As it was reported by Nadia Belardi-a vicepresident of Community Media Forum Europe and one of the co-creators of this document-the draft of this document was to some extent prepared by the Secretariat of the Steering Committee and based on the previous studies, especially the one made by Peter Lewis, entitled Promoting Social Cohesion (2008) . Yet the definition must have come from the observers representing the sector. Nadia Belardi reported the process of adding the element about the exclusion of stations dependent on religious institutions as follows:
independence from religious institution was a very important topic especially for the delegation from France because of the Islamic debate in this country. So probably that is what political representatives had in mind when they were thinking about religious institutions, not necessarily the Catholic Church. Perhaps it is my personal interpretation, but I would say that the biggest fear was funding and legalizing media that can make propaganda for values and practices that go against the democratic values of the European Union and Council of Europe. I don't think that the topic of Catholic or Christian Church radios ever came up to be honest. If there was any discussion we were talking about what is happening in the Balkans, ex-Yugoslavia and the role of the media played there in creating disinclination between various religious communities there. That was a concern. That's what was behind it (Belardi, 2014).
All aspects considered, one can say that religious broadcasting is treated as being outside the community sector in some definitions taken from important European documents dealing with this subject matter. However, it is worth underlining that there is no universally accepted definition of community media. Even the authors of those definitions admit that the character of some of them is often aspirational and far from the real situation in some countries. That is why, when talking about religious broadcasting as part of the community media sector, it is important to look not only at definitions created at the pan-European level but also at opinions of media experts and community media activists as well as at practices and regulations in various countries.
Opinions of Media Experts and Community Media Activists about Religious Broadcasting as Part of the Community Media Sector
A round table of media experts and practitioners from the community media field was organised by the authors of this article on 8th November 2014 during the Bundesverband Freier Radios congress in Berlin/Potsdam Zukunftswerkstatt Community Media 2014 3 . Most of the participants declared: religious broadcasters should not have access to the community media sector. The reasoning was diverse but often included arguments such as dominant ownership, not a non-profit character, dogmatic voice etc.
My militant opinion: religion is private and should be excluded from public service and non-commercial media sector-Michael Nicolai, Germany.
For me the ownership is a key. In my opinion community radio cannot be owned by the Church-Judith Purkarthofer, Austria.
Accessibility is a key. It is not about excluding religious groups; they exclude themselves because you are not a community broadcaster when you are not accessible to every member of the community. But it is true that we have to reflect cultural realities of different countries. In some of them religion plays a very important role in the society-Sally Galiana, Ireland.
However, the participants of the round-table discussion were also open to talking about forms of religious content acceptable for them in the community media sector. Most of them declared that religious minority groups should have an opportunity to be involved in a local community radio, and prepare programmes alongside other groups, but not to dominate a station. They also strongly believed in the power of selfstandards of the radio, which give the same conditions to any group involved in broadcasting. It was even stated it depends on how much they involve no-faith or other-faith members of the community. It was also underlined that religious broadcasters should fulfil all or most of the criteria, as outlined by international documents. Thus including them into the community media sector is acceptable when religious groups work openmindedly and share the values of the community media. However, the biggest concern was raised by the fact that they operate only in the dominant religious manner and communicate different issues solely in a dogmatic way.
If they haven't got a discussion full of hate speech, I think they should integrate into the program of community stations. But I cannot find any sense in being separated (mainly for themselves) from the rest of the community. I don't agree with the concept of 'religious radio'-Miriam Meda, Spain.
Religious minorities should have the opportunity to take part in community radios if they do not advocate discrimination, e.g. homophobia-Lutz Helm, Germany.
You don't expect to have one dogmatic opinion in community media, that is why religious broadcasting shouldn't be one of the forms of community broadcasting. They fulfil some of the criteria but not all, and it's not the good way to let a dominant voice rule in the backstage-Ciarán Murray, Ireland.
If they are 'community oriented' but not 'community governed', that should not be good enoughPieter de Wit, The Netherlands.
Another feasible suggestion emerged during the discussion-religious broadcasters should have an opportunity to obtain a different kind of licence, not the same as community broadcasters, so they could be regulated and measured by different standards. I think they should get their own licence, separate and different from community radio, as they don't fulfil basic requirements to be included in the community radio sector. I wouldn't say that they don't have the right to broadcast but I think that they should have a separate licence because they cannot fulfil the accessibility issue so they cannot have a community radio license-for example religious licences or special interest licences because they are not community radios. In Ireland it is possible to ask for "special interest licence" for example-Sally Galiana, Ireland.
However, introducing a scheme for religious broadcasting different than for community media may cause, in Christer Hederström's opinion, some problems, which he summarized as follows:
It is very important when you lobby in different institutions to lobby for a not a very complicated model because when politicians have 5-7 different sectors it is very difficult for them to sort it out. That is why it is sometimes better to let religious groups broadcast in the framework of community broadcasting, especially when they share the frequency with other groups like in Scandinavia. But they shouldn't have their own community radio station. The Nordic and Netherland model is fine. Religious groups (or any other groups) shouldn't be able to have a monopoly on a community radio frequency or a community TV channel.
Religious Broadcasting as Part of the Community Media Sector
It is worth emphasising that religious broadcasting as part of the community media sector has a long tradition in non-European countries which were not only pioneers in the development of community broadcasting but maintain a strong sector to this day-especially the USA and Australia. In Australia there are more than 360 community radio licences and over 80 community television licences (Community Broadcasting Association of Australia et al., 2010) . Christian stations make up almost 10 per cent of all community radio stations, with 36 full-time Christian stations. In America religious broadcasters are mostly active in the form of Low Power Broadcasting-small scale community radios. LPFM stations are authorized for non-commercial educational broadcasting with a power of 100 watts or less (Federal Communications Commission, 2014) 4 . Accord-ing to the data from 2009: 46% of licences in the USA for LPFM were given to religious broadcasters (Connolly-Ahern, Schejter, & Obar, 2012) .
In practice, religious radio stations in many European countries also officially belong to the community sector. In the UK there are several different religious radios (Muslim 5 , Christian 6 , Panjabi 7 , etc.) working under a strict licensing regime for community media. As with all the other community broadcasters, they have to show in what sense the community can benefit from their station and, after fulfilling these criteria, they have to aim at social gain, etc. no matter if the community broadcaster is religious or not.
In Sweden only some religious programmes are broadcasted on community channels, but there is no church community radio there. Religious organisations have the right to broadcast on community radio or community TV alongside other organisations, as usual by sharing the opportunity in a given settlement or area. As it was explained by Christer Hederström in Potsdam: In general it's very difficult to take control over a community radio frequency because they have to share the frequency with other groups interested in broadcasting in the city, that's why there is no problem with religious broadcasting in Nordic countries. However, there is another tendency observed in Swedenminority radio stations are becoming more and more religion-oriented.
In Austria religious broadcasters belong to the private radio sector (Radio Maria 8 , Radio Stefansdom 9 ) and are not allowed to apply for the community radio funding 10 . The criteria of such a financing scheme were developed in cooperation with the Association of Austrian Community Radios.
In Ireland, one Christian radio station (Life FM) 11 has a community radio licence and is a member of CRAOL, the Community Radio Forum of Ireland. This is the same type of community licence that campus radio and Irish language radio use, and is legally called a 'community of interest station.' In Ireland it is possible to apply for a 'special interest licence', which is different from the community radio licence. The only other Christian radio, Spirit Radio
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, broadcasting in Ireland, has such a licence and broadcasts on a quasi-national basis.
In the Netherlands there are no religious radio broadcasters except for those transmitting on midpower-fm-broadcast-radio-stations-lpfm 5 Unity FM (Birmingham): http://www.unityfm.net 6 Flame FM: http://www.flamefm.co.uk 7 Desi Radio (Southall, London) http://www.desiradio.org.uk 8 Radio Maria: http://www.radiomaria.at 9 Radio Stefansdom: http://www.radiostephansdom.at 10 Austrian Media Regulation: https://www.rtr.at 11 LifeFM: http://www.lifefm.ie/life/Index.html 12 Spirit Radio: http://www.spiritradio.ie wave (AM), but, as in Germany, they are not part of the community radio system. To understand the Dutch case: there are no separate licences for religious groups, young groups etc., there is only an opportunity to apply for a local community licence controlled by representatives of different groups present in the given community.
The German religious sector 13 was given noncommercial licences and such stations are subsidized by taxes, using public money even if they are eventually active in the framework of commercial broadcasting. This does not, however, seem to be fully acceptable for members of the society. As Michael Nicolai summarized it in Potsdam: They do private radio with public money, which is something weird.
The case of Spain is very complex and selfcontradictory. The Spanish legal regulation 14 recognized community media, but did not specify if community media can be cultural, religious, etc. In practice community broadcasters exist, but they do not have community media licences. Community broadcasters in Spain are illegal no matter if they are religious or notsummarized Miriam Meda. In a country where one of the largest national radio stations (COPE 15 ) is 50% owned by the Catholic Church, currently regional and national laws regarding audiovisual broadcasting do not speak about religious communities or religious broadcasting 16 . To sum up, some countries treat religious broadcasting as a form of community media, some of them allow religious stations to broadcast on the basis of slightly different regulations or in the commercial broadcasting scheme. This is related to the history of broadcasting in particular countries, their political system and culture of the society, as well as the degree of its religiousness. Yet the existence of religious broadcasting in the legal framework constructed for community broadcasting should not be treated as something very uncommon. The problem becomes more serious when the religious broadcasting begins dominating other forms of community broadcasting, which seems to be the case in Poland and Hungary. In this article, we 13 bring evidence to prove this argument by outlining the historical and sociological background of this phenomenon, as well as analysing the legal framework of the third sector of broadcasting in these countries. The current situation of the religious broadcasters existing as part of community broadcasting sector in Poland and Hungary is also described.
Hungary
The history of the Hungarian community broadcasting sector can be divided into four periods: before 1996, 1996−2002, 2002−2010, and since 2011. Before 1996, broadcasting was a state monopoly, there were only a few pirate radio stations broadcasting during the events of 1956 in Hungary and 1968 in Czechoslovakia (Cs. Kádár, 2004, pp. 17-22) . Alternative broadcasting could be heard for the first time in Hungary after the change of the regime in 1991. Tilos Radio (Forbidden Radio) began broadcasting on 21 August 1991, working as a pirate radio at first.
The first media law of the new era-Act I of 1996 on radio and television broadcasting (Parliament of the Republic of Hungary, 1996)-adopted by the Parliament at the end of 1995, dealt with the community radio stations on a financial basis and labelled them as 'non-profit purpose programme providers'. The conditions in Act I of 1996-such as strictly for non profit operation ( § 2 (34)) and only 3 minutes advertisement in each programme hour ( § 16 (5))-led the emerging community media sector into a serious crisis, and by the turn of the millennium, community radio broadcasting had lost its importance. It was the era of emerging local commercial radio stations.
In 2002 the National Radio and Television Commission, seeing the unsatisfactory situation in the community sector, launched an application system for the so called 'small community radio' stations, with limited technical parameters e.g. the output of the transmitter must not be over 10 Watts and the height of the antenna must not be over 30 meters, with a typical maximum coverage area: one kilometre stereo and two kilometres mono.
All these regulations may be viewed in two ways. The new application system made it possible to create non-profit local broadcasting as a unique phenomenon in Eastern Europe, with relatively simple legal and technical conditions, but on the other hand, the strictly limited parameters did not ensure effective operation. By the end of 2010, 68 small community radio stations were already broadcasting in 53 areas across Hungary. A number of small community radio stations can be found in small villages or disadvantaged areas outside big cities where several mainstream local radio stations also operate (ORTT Database, 2008) . Surprisingly, more small community stations have been launched in the eastern part of the country, where people are struggling with economic and social problems, than in the western, so-called 'rich' part of Hungary (Gosztonyi, 2007) .
Each period is characterised by particular features, but to understand the quick growth of religious community radio stations this article mainly focuses on the changes around 2010. Although the Church has a smaller place in the everyday life of most of the Hungarians compared with Polish people, FideszHungarian Civic Alliance (former Alliance of Young Democrats) and Christian Democratic People's Party (KDNP) in coalition won two supermajorities in the National Assembly (both in 2010 and 2014 elections) and have a majority in Parliament. This explains well the growing number of licences won by religious broadcasters. This article examines Act CLXXXV of 2010 on media services and mass media (Parliament of the Republic of Hungary, 2010), as this regulation changed every single aspect of the life of community radios, and contains-unlike the previous regulation-an unconventional vision of community media. In Hungary, community radio was legitimised and functioning from 1996. By the end of 2010 there were 68 small community radio stations across the country, none of which was a religious radio station. Since the beginning of 2011, the new law has made it much more difficult for them to operate, and the number of community radios fell to 44. On the other hand, this created the chance to establish religious community broadcasters. Many people claim that there is a danger that the real principles of the community radio will be lost in Hungary, and as data shows the present practice might easily lead to the disappearance of genuine community radio activity in Hungary and business and religion oriented community radio will flourish. 
A New Approach to Community Media in Hungary
After the general elections in the spring of 2010, life in Hungary changed in a number of ways. Legislation and enactment accelerated 18 and non-governmental voices had limited influence during these processes. A new era began for community broadcasting in Hungary as the 2010 law CLXXXV relating to Media Services and Mass Media was passed on 22 December and came into force on 1 January 2011 (Brouillette & van Beek, 2012) . On the one hand, the sector was satisfied with the fact that the community media service as such was codified, on the other hand the Hungarian Federation of Free Radios realized that the definition was formulated inappropriately in the regulations. Paragraph 66 17 To give a brief summary of the 20 years of community broadcasting in Hungary seems impossible taking into account the length of this article, but there are several publications for those who are interested (Brouillette & van Beek 2012 , Gosztonyi, 2009 , Velics, 2012a . 18 150 new or amended acts came out during the first year.
of Chapter IV in the new media law gives a brief overview of the community media service category and some criteria, but it lacks several important elements, which are distinctive characteristic features of community radio activity, and as a new element it named the religious communities as target audience:
Act CLXXXV of 2010 on Media Services and Mass Media (Parliament of the Republic of Hungary, 2010) Chapter IV, Article 66. Community Media Service Provision (1) Linear community media services are intended to serve or satisfy the special needs for information of and to provide access to cultural programmes for a) certain social, national, or ethnic minority, cultural or religious communities or groups, or b) residents of a given settlement, region or coverage area, or c) in the majority of their transmission time programmes aimed at achieving the objectives of public service media service provision set in Article 83.
The new law does not contain the previous 'small community radio ' category 19 . Furthermore, this new regulation includes almost impossible requirements for the volunteer-based radio stations: regular coverage of the news of a given social or local community, providing cultural programmes, at least four-hour long programme every day, 66% of public service content, 50% of the music played must be Hungarian, etc. Stations still have the possibility of broadcasting six minutes of advertisements in a one programme hour. (Act CLXXXV of 2010. §66. and §36 (1)) This new regulation also provided profitable advantages for local and regional broadcasters: a possibility to apply for registration as a linear community broadcaster with access to financial resources previously only intended for the community stations, as well as exemption from the broadcasting licence fee. The community media sector was aware of the hidden governmental intentions such as drawing a new media landscape and minimalizing the risk of critical-alternative voices; it was clear as a potential consequence from the very beginning. At the same time the sector was a bit short-sighted and focused only on the already coexistent players, but was totally unaware of the other risk, that a large number of new organizations would show interest in community media, and the new players, e.g. church radios, would step on the stage unexpectedly.
Apart from the difficulties, which came from the regulators, most community radio stations were and still are suffering from financial difficulties. Since the global financial crisis began, the Hungarian economy has become more vulnerable, the support coming from local business or from the local government has started to dwindle. The resources, which used to be available for non-profit organizations both on local and national levels, are diminishing. By mid 2011 some of the notfor-profit organizations, such as tele-cottages and owners of the community radio stations had run out of financial resources. However, the main changes went through by licensing. By the end of December 2011 the majority of those stations, which had received a new linear community 20 The National Media and Infocommunications Authority participates in the implementation of the Government's policyas defined by law-in the areas of frequency management and communications. The Authority comprises the following entities with independent powers: President of the National Media and Infocommunications Authority, the Media Council of the National Media and Infocommunications Authority and the Office of the National Media and Infocommunications Authority. The Authority reports to Parliament on its activities on an annual basis. In relation to the communications sector, the Authority is responsible for ensuring the smooth and effective functioning and development of the communications market, for safeguarding the interests of the users and of those pursuing communications activities, for fostering the development and maintenance of fair and efficient competition within the electronic communications sector, and for the supervision of legal compliance of the conduct of organizations and persons pursuing communications activities. (Act CLXXXV of 2010 § 109-110.) 21 For comparison the two "old" community radios in this category: Tilos Rádió and Civil Rádió have had good international reputation as free radios for 20 years. media service provider status were professional, local, regional commercial-style or religious radio stations. They paid employees and editors and operated without volunteers or a genuine community of radio listeners. On the local and regional level 19 new permits were mostly given to those who had strong links to the church or the governing party.
Regulatory Angle in Hungary
The situation was similar at the beginning of 2012, when the database of the Hungarian Media Authority included only 44 small community radio stations, new ones and remaining old ones together-in the face of the previous number (68) the loss was big (HMC Database, 2012a). Furthermore, a new phenomenon is prevailing nowadays. Those companies and organizations, who want to build a media-empire, establish one or two companies using them to apply for a licence in different sites, and after gaining the licence they easily get more sites and frequencies for expanding the coverage area. They can then broadcast mainly the same content on different sites. Act CLXXXV of 2010. §71 (1) refers to the maximum number of licences as follows:
Those authorised to provide analogue linear radio media services based on a public contract or broadcasting agreement shall have the right to simultaneously provide a) maximum one national analogue linear radio media service, b) maximum two regional and four local analogue linear radio media services, or c) maximum twelve local analogue linear radio media services.
This means cheaper operations (only a small number of staff on each site, apart from the central staff), larger coverage area (all over the country) and more potential audience, which makes them preferable for the advertisers, etc. However, while it seems a good business model, in the meantime the main feature of community radio has been lost. Volunteer based operation is questionable, access is limited; plurality of opinions and attitudes is disappearing.
According to the database of the Hungarian Media Council saved on 17. October 2014, there are 20 broadcasters on regional level: 15 community and 5 commercial (See Table 1 . Colours were used to highlight the dominance of different churches).
Among regional community broadcasters there are still two internationally well-known community radio stations: Tilos Radio and Civil Radio. They have the licences but there is a risk of losing them, as the authority tries to find weak points in their renewal applications. Tilos and Civil have been operating for more than 20 years with a common feature: using only one frequency on one coverage area: Budapest. Among the newcomers, the big winners are church radio stations and Lánchíd Rádió, whose ownership is said to be related to Infocenter Ltd., the right-wing owner of the sole commercial radio station that can be heard throughout the country: Class FM (Nagy, 2012, p. 5) . Lánchíd Rádió uses 9 frequencies covering mainly the western part of the country. The Catholic Church established two organizations to apply for licences. The Hungarian Catholic Church Ltd. has won 2 licences and uses 13 frequencies all over the country, while the Hungarian Catholic Church Foundation also has 2 licences and uses 4 frequencies in the north-eastern part of the country. The Reformed Church, using two applicant organizations, has received 2 licences and uses 3 frequencies, also in the north-eastern part of the country. Mária Rádió uses 12 frequencies, covering the middle and the western part of the country. All other 5 community broadcasters on the regional level still have a set of basic features: one owner, one radio, one licence, one frequency, one location.
27 broadcasters still have the licence of a small community radio, working on a strictly limited coverage area of one geographical location, basically it means only 1 km stereo broadcast and 2 km mono broadcast with a very limited transmitter capacity. The loss of "old" community radios is huge in this category. Community radios, which operated for many years in villages or small towns or at universities, were closed down. This category is not so interesting for church radios because of the limited criteria of operating, the exception is the Evangelistic Church, whose first ever radio station-Credo Radio-operates on the technical basis of a former university radio in Szombathely (See Table 2) .
On the local level there are 103 broadcasters (30 community and 73 commercial). Gaining a licence for local broadcasting means a wider coverage area for church radio stations. Using both opportunities (regional broadcasting and local broadcasting) means optimized operation that enables the building up of a media empire of the Church that can be heard throughout the country. Mária Rádió has 8 licences, the Catholic Church has 7 licences, the Reformed Church has 4 licences, Lánchíd Rádió has 2 licences and works on 5 locations, different business owners have 8 licences, and Radio Monoster, a Slovenian non-profit radio, has 1 licence and uses 2 frequencies due to the geographical need next to the Slovenian border. In comparison to the increasing number of church radio stations licensed since 2011, only a small number of non-church operations have been granted licences (See Table 3 ).
Today, Church radio stations not only cover the main cities of Hungary, but offer a wide choice of different religious stations in some sites. E.g. for the inhabitants of Szombathely with 80.000 residents, a county town next to the Austrian border, a Catholic radio station and an Evangelistic radio station can be heard, alongside two commercial channels, while the only small community radio of the University of WestHungary Berzsenyi Rádió had to stop operations because of unfavourable changes of the media regulations. The radio studio is now used by the Evangelistic radio station. It is worth noting that the latest statistics show that 52% of people are Roman Catholics; while only 2.7 % are of the Evangelical faith in this region. (KSH, 2011). 
Poland

The History of Community Broadcasting
Polish independent media has a long and interesting history. In Poland, samizdat publications started in 1976 and gradually undermined the official information system (Dobek-Ostrowska, 2013) . Pluralistic media were considered as one of the founding elements of a "self-managed republic" claimed by the trade union Solidarność, the first independent trade union of the People's Republic of Poland (Brodzki & Surdykowski, 1981) . Before 1989 there were plenty of illegal, independent press titles. What is more, in 1982 a pirate radio station "Radio Solidarity" started broadcasting (Majchrzak, 2010) .
However, in the first Broadcasting Act in Poland which was passed in 1992, there was no recognition of the third tier of broadcasting. Only public and commercial broadcasters got a chance to apply for licences. In practice, some not fully commercially oriented entities, such as universities and churches, also applied for commercial licences. The situation changed in 2001, when a new category in the media law-"social broadcaster" (nadawca społeczny)-was introduced. This category was thought similar to some extent to what is called "community broadcaster" in some other countries.
Law on Radio and Television Broadcasting 1992
(Parliament of the Republic of Poland, 1992) "Social broadcaster" shall mean a broadcaster who: 1) propagates learning and educational activities, promotes charitable deeds, respects the Christian system of values, being guided by the universal principles of ethics, and strives to preserve national identity in the programme service, 2) does not transmit programmes or other broadcasts referred to in Article 18 paragraph 5 within the programme service, 3) does not transmit commercial communications, 4) does not charge any fees for transmission, retransmission or reception of the programme service. The following entities may apply to the National Broadcasting Council to be granted the status of a "social broadcaster": 1) an association, within the framework of implementing its statutory objectives, 2) a foundation, within the framework of implementing its statutory objectives, 3) a church or a religious legal person of a given church, or a religious organisation whose status is regulated by an Act of Parliament.
It was also specified that social broadcasters are exempt from a licence fee. In comparison to community media definitions there was a strong emphasis on the fact that religious institutions and a Christian system of values are very welcome within this legal framework. The person who was actively involved in lobbying for this regulation was Tadeusz Rydzyk, the director of the nationwide Catholic radio station Radio Maryja, which became the biggest beneficiary of this media regulation. The licence fee-not very high in the case of small local stations-becomes a big sum when talking about a nationwide station (Sygut, 2005) .
The legally recognised third tier of broadcasting in Poland was for many years actively and exclusively used by religious radios. The exclusion of 'social broadcasters' from the advertising market, combined with no other governmental support for such entities, resulted in a lack of interest in applying for such a status among, for example, NGOs. They were not formally excluded but in practice only religious broadcasters were able to collect money for broadcasting without available advertising revenues. In 2013 there were only eight radio 'social broadcasters'. All of them were connected to the Church-seven broadcast locally and one was a powerful nationwide radio station Radio Maryja. Additionally, in 2014 there were 2 special cable TV licences given to a housing estate TV Sadyba and Catholic TV Serbinów (See Table 4 .). Apart from Radio Maryja, the operating 'social broadcasters' are small and locally oriented. One of them-Radio Orthodoxia broadcasts from Białystok, not for Catholics but for Orthodox Christians and is part of the Białystok-Gdańsk Orthodox Diocese.
The fact that for years social broadcasting was limited to religious broadcasting very badly influenced the understanding of the idea of the community tier of broadcasting in Poland. As research showed, not only the Polish society but also representatives of local broadcasters and those run by NGOs often equate the third sector of broadcasting or community broadcasting with religious broadcasting, and are not aware of the role and principles of community media operation in Europe. This is one of the reasons why community media development in directions other than religious is so complicated in Poland (Doliwa, 2013; Jędrzejewski & Doliwa, 2013) .
The problem of overrepresentation of religious broadcasters among 'social broadcasters' was noticed by the National Broadcasting Council, which in 2012 announced public consultations on broadcasting related issues, including a 'social broadcaster' status (Jędrzejewski & Doliwa, 2013) . However, the regulator does not have a legislative initiative and up to now there is little political will to change the existing system. Yet the fact that the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage prepared a project of amendments in the Broadcasting Act with some expected changes in the model of the third sector of broadcasting is what currently gives some hope for changes in the situation of the third sector in Poland (Polish Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, 2015) . The project was undergoing public consultation until the 4 th March 2015. However, the past few years have seen several attempts to amend the Broadcasting Act in the field of the system of financing of public media in Poland, as well as in the third sector broadcasting model, none of which was successful.
A Special Position of the Religious Broadcasting in Poland
The special role of the Catholic Church in Polish society has its roots in the history of Poland. The bond between Church and society appears to have strengthened in difficult moments of Polish history, like the 3 partitions of the country in 1772, 1793, and 1795 when the Church was a depositary of the national culture and tradition. It was again apparent after the Second World War when Poland became a part of the Soviet bloc and the Church supported Polish society in its striving for independence (Stetkiewicz, 2013) . It is noteworthy that after the Nazi extermination of Polish Jews, post-war changes of the national borders and relocation of certain ethnic minorities (both into and out of Poland), the Polish population became 96.6% Roman Catholic (Casanova, 2005, p. 164) . After 1989 the new government-taking into account the special role of the Polish Church in the communist period and wanting to compensate for the Catholic Church persecutions before 1989-was willing to make large concessions in relation to the Roman Catholic Church in Poland. The expression of this special attitude was the Act of the 17th of May 1989 about the state attitude towards the Roman Catholic Church in PRL (Parliament of the Peoples Republic of Poland, 1989) . By virtue of this law, the Church, before any other entity, secured the right to broadcast. In 1991 the Ministry of Communications gave the Church the first round of frequencies (KRRiT, 1998, p. 130) . The special role of the Church in the broadcasting system was then confirmed in the Broadcasting Act (Parliament of the Republic of Poland, 1992). To date there exists a controversial paragraph in this document, stating that programmes or other broadcasts shall respect the religious beliefs of the public and especially the Christian system of values.
The current situation of religious broadcasting in Poland appears thus-the majority of stations joined a network called PLUS organised by a big commercial media group TIME (20 stations); Radio Vox-also connected with the group TIME broadcasts as crossregional station; 17 broadcasting entities remain independent; an additional 9 have a "social broadcasting status" (including one powerful nationwide radio station, Radio Maryja). There is also a terrestrial digital nationwide television Trwam. All in all, parishes, convents and dioceses have about 50 licences, which makes up almost a quarter of the total number of broadcasting stations in Poland (KRRiT, 2014) . Most of the religious stations are financed from the advertising revenue (apart from social broadcasters) supplemented by donations (KRRiT, 2014) .
The most influential station is the nationwide Radio Maryja, which was founded in Toruń in 1991 by Tadeusz Rydzyk. As shown in Figure 1 , this station also has the biggest budget at its disposal. The station is financed by its loyal listeners who also form a religious movement The Radio Maryja Family, whose members are especially elderly, poorer people. Despite a community based financial model, the station is definitely not community governed-the director of the station has always had a decisive voice and the station is usually closed to people who represent a point of view significantly different than that of the director. There have also been some examples of hate speech recorded in the programmes of Radio Maryja (Maszkowski, 2011) . These points make this station, despite having a special licence for 'social broadcasting', significantly different to the community media in other European countries. Independent religious broadcasters not connected to a commercial network, and local 'social broadcasters' seem to be most similar to the community model. According to the data collected during interviews with representatives of these stations, in their own opinion, these stations follow to a greater or lesser extent all the points of the definition of community media taken from the Declaration of the Committee of Ministers on the role of community media in promoting social cohesion and intercultural dialogue, apart from the independence from religious institutions (Doliwa, 2014) .
Conclusions
The analyses of documents related to community broadcasting in the EU, discussion with media experts and the overview of the situation of religious broadcasting in different countries showed the complexity of the problem of affiliation of religious broadcasting to the community media sector. There seems to be a general consensus that religious broadcasts could and should be part of the local community broadcasting programmes but the practice of giving community licences to religious entities with religion-oriented programmes is often difficult to accept for media experts and community media activists.
The main concern about religious broadcasting in the community media scheme is related to two elements: accessibility and community ownership, which are the core values for community media. Such stations are frequently not completely open to the full spectrum of voices present in the local community they serve, and they are very rarely community governed. The owner of the licence is very often not a community but a religious institution.
The practices around Europe concerning religious broadcasting in the community media context are so varied that it is very difficult to indicate the main trend. However, in the countries where the spectrum share is unbalanced and the religious sector is becoming the major beneficiary of some of the community broadcasting regulations (like in Poland and Hungary) there is a risk that this sector can monopolize the field, and cause limitations in the diversity of the programming. These countries might be the main beneficiaries of a common European regulation. The analysis of documents, discussion with media experts and the overview of the situation of religious broadcasting in different countries has shown how difficult it is to even imagine (and realise in the future) a common regulation on community media for the whole Europe. 
